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� User created or site pre-selected questions 
that a user answers during registration and 
subsequently uses for authentication

� Typically used for backup authentication or 
for secondary authenticationfor secondary authentication

� Designed to require a tradeoff between 
uniqueness and memorability
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� Alpha: Business resource/networking site 
located in the USA (but had some int’l users)
◦ 17,108 users with security questions/answers

� Echo: Gaming discussion forum site located 
in Europe (large international user base)in Europe (large international user base)
◦ 789,452 users with security questions/answers

� Sierra: Teacher technology education site 
located in the Philippines (Filipino users only)
◦ 1,036 users with security questions/answers
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1. What is your pet's name?

2. What is the last name of your favorite teacher?

3. What is the title of your favorite book?

4. What is your oldest cousin's first and last name?4. What is your oldest cousin's first and last name?

5. What is the name of the country of your ultimate 
dream vacation?
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� Avoid user-generated security questions

� Use combinations of the better questions for 
authenticating individuals

� Mix with other security controls (e.g. email 
reset link, prompting for other account info, reset link, prompting for other account info, 
etc.), ideally risk-based

� Research and offer users alternatives to 
security questions

� Encourage use of password managers to 
reduce need to rely on reset mechanisms
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� Is there a correlation between the strength of 
user security answers and their passwords?

� How well do wordlists for popular themes 
(cities, sports teams, pet names, etc.) match 
top entries for security answers?top entries for security answers?

� Are there predictable trends on question or 
answer selection based on gender/age?
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� Slides & Paper: http://bit.ly/secureq or 
http://www.passwordresearch.com/securityqs.html

� Twitter: @PwdRsch

� Email: bkmarshall@passwordresearch.com

� Blog: http://blog.passwordresearch.com
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